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Dynamics of Vortices in Superconductors*

Weinan

Abstract. We study the dynamics of vortices in type-II superconductors from the point
of view of time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations. We outline a proof of existence,
uniqueness and regularity of strong solutions for these equations. We then derive reduced
systems of ODEs governing the motion of the vortices in the asymptotic limit of large
Guuburg-Laadau parameter.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we report some of our results on the study of time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equations with application to the modeling of super-
conductors. The present paper contains two topics: the well-posedness of TDGL
(including existence, uniqueness and regularity) and the derivation of dynamical
equations governing the evolution of vortex solutions.

The basic phenomenology of superconductivity is described by the Ginzburg-
Landau free energy density [5]:

t — 1
2m*

Here m* and e* are the effective mass and charge of the "Cooper pairs", <p is a
complex order parameter, with |V>|2 representing the density of super-electrons, B
is the induced magnetic field, A is the vector potential: B = V x A. In the absence
of fields and gradients, / is reduced to the condensation energy: / = a|¥»|2 §
where the temperature-dependent constants a(T) and 0{T) satisfy:

ct(T) - ( £ - . ) • 0(T) > 0, 0. (1.2)

Therefore for T > Tr, the minimum free energy occurs at |V>|2 = 0 (normal state),
whereas for T <Tr., the minimum free energy occurs at \tj>\2 = —a//? (supercon-
ducting state). Tc is the transition temperature.
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(1.1) defines two length scales: the penetration depth A(T) which is the char-
acteristic length scale associated with the variation of the magnetic field, and the
coherence length £(T) which is associated with the variation of the order parameter

These two length scales are typically temperature-dependent, and diverge as T —*
Tc. However, their ratio

»§*
is a roughly temperature-independent quantity and characterize the property of
the material, K is called the Ginzburg-Landau parameter. It is known that if K <
l/\/2, the surface energy of a normal-superconducting interface is positive, and the
material is called a type-I superconductor. If K > I/A/2, then the surface energy
is negative and the material is called a type-II superconductor.

Type-I I superconductors exhibit an additional phase, called the mixed state,
besides the usual normal and superconducting phases. This occurs when the exter-
nal field H is between the lower and the upper critical fields Hc, and HC3- In the
mixed state, a superconducting bulk sample is shredded by tiny tubes of normal
states where magnetic field penetrates. These tiny tubes are called vortices since
there is a screening current flowing around each of the vortex.

When a transport current is applied to the sample, the vortices will move be-
cause of the various forces acting on them. From a phenomenological view point,
the vortices typically experience the Lorentz force, the Magnus force and the vis-
cous drag force. It is established that the motion of vortices caus-s resistance.
Therefore, there is major theoretical as well as practical interest in studying the
dynamics of vortices.

In this paper we derive reduced system of ODEs which govern the dynamics
of the vortices in the asymptotic limit « > 1 . We remark that typical high tem-
perature superconductors such as YBC'O and BiSCG'O have rather large values of
K (between 100 and 200). Although the Ginzburg-Landau equations have to be
modified to describe the phenomenology of high Tc materials, the techniques we
develop are sufficiently general that we expect similar results can also be derived
for thp high Tr materials, using for example the layered models [2].
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2. Preliminaries

Our starting point for the dynamics of vortices is the TDGL equation:

together with Maxwell's equation

j-V x B = J. . (2.2)

Here V is the electric, potential, J is the total current. The time-derivative of <p
has to enter in the combination ft + i^Vf because of the requirement of gauge
invariance: If (tp, A, V) is a solution of (2.1)-(2.2), then (ip',A', V) should also be
a solution where

<p' = sse-'*HA' = A-VT), V = V + - t)t (2.3)
c

and 7) is an arbitrary scalar function. The total current consists of two parts: the
normal part Jn which obeys Ohm's law and a super-current Js:

Here <rn is the normal state conductivity, E is the electric field, v, is the super-
electron velocity:

1 1 ( e' \
E = —- A,-VV, vs = — [ hV9 A ) (2.5)

c m* \ c )

9 is the phase of the order parameter tp.
We nondimensionalize these equations by choosing new variables: x —- Xx',

p —. ^ovs' t A — XHo\/2A', t —• tot', V —- VoV, where <p\ = -«//?,
Ho = (-45r«)1/:Vo, t0 = 4ir<7nA

2/<r, Vo = X2HoV2/(t0c) The nondimensional-
ized equations are (omitting the primes)

V9
.4, + VV = - V x V x A + \<p\2{— - A)

K

where

7 = -
7* depends on the properties of the material been studied.

(2.6) holds inside the sample ii. Naturally, we associate (2.6) with the follow-
ing boundary conditions on dQ:

n = 0 (2.7)

V x A x 7i = H x n (2.8)
E • n = 0 (2.9)
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Here n is the outnormal on dQ, H is the external field. (2.7) is a consequence
of (2.1) in nondimensionalized variables. (2.8) is a statement that there is no
surface current present at the boundary. Therefore the tangential component of
the magnetic field should be continuous. We should also assign an initial data to
(2.6>(2.9):

V = <po{x),A = A0(x). (2.10)

Clearly the solutions of (2.6) ~ (2.10) cannot be unique because of the free
choice of gauge. It is sometimes important to fix the gauge. It turns out that
one convenient way of fixing the gauge, particularly for the purpose of numerical
computations, is to make the electric potential zero.

In the rescaled variables, we have as K —• +oo,

(2.11)

Therefore under a wide range of magnetic fields, the material is in the mixed
state. Before studying the dynamics of vortices in this state, we will prove the
basic well-posedness theorems for the initial-boundary value problem (2.6)-(2.10).

3. Existence, Uniqueness and Regularity

In this section we outline the argument and a priori estimates needed to establish
existence, uniqueness and regularity of strong solutions for (2.6)-(2.10). The key
to all of these is the observation that with the choice of gauge such that the scalar
potential is zero, (2.6)-(2.9) can be written as

7*<Pt

SF(A,<p)
SA

6F{A,<p)
Sip

where

F[A,<p) =
tK

(Vx A)2 -2(V x A)- H}d3x

(3.1) implies that

(3.1)

(3.2)

d3x = 0. (3.3)
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If F(Ao,tpo) < +oo, we obtain from (3.3)

FM(,o>5p(,*))+jf/{^igr+ga}U3xdt
(3-4)

<F(A0,<pa).

This is the basic energy estimate.

Next let <p = feie, / > 0. Using (2.6) we obtain an equation for / :

(3.5)

where Q is the domain occupied by the sample. A standard application of the
maximum principle gives: If 0 < f(x, 0) < 1, then we have for ( > 0,

(3.6)

(3.4) gives control on the L2-norm of B = V x A. To control A, we also need
to estimate V • A. From (2.6), we have

(V • A)t = - • A A) - ^

This, together with (3.4) and (3.6), gives an additional estimate for V • A

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.4), (3.6) and (3.8) are the key a priori estimates needed to establish the existence
and uniqueness of strong solutions. Since the rest of the details are more or less
standard, we will omit them and refer the interested reader to the paper of Du [3]
who has independently found these estimates and proved the following result:

Theorem Assume, that <PO,AQ, H £ Hl{0)- Then exists a unique solution (<p,A)
of (S.B)-(S.IO) (with V = 0), such that for any T > 0,p € L°°(0,T;//'(Q)) D

2 2 ) , A S L°°(O,T; / / ' («)) , VxX G LTO(0,r, L2(Q))nL2(n,T;
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4. Dynamics of Interacting Vortices

In this section we derive reduced systems of ODEs which govern the evolution
of interacting vortices in the asymptotic limit as « —• oo. One difficulty in this
asymptotic analysis is the scaling of the different time scales. Since <p and A have
different length scales, we expect that their typical time scales can also be very
different. However, the relative time scale of ip and A is a material-dependent
quantity, and it is difficult to decide how it should behave as K —• +00. Therefore
we will take the relative time scale of <p and A as another parameter 6 and study
the distinguished limit as S and £ —• 0. Here we will only study the case when
6 — O( 1). We refer the interested reader to [4] for details of the other distinguished
limits.

In this paper we wil! restrict ourselves to the following situation: an infi-
nite cylindrical sample is placed in an external field parallel to the axis of the
cylinder. In this case, the vortices are columnar and we only have to consider a
two-dimensional problem in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder.

The basic phenomenology is the following. We have N vortices moving in the
plane. Their core sizes are of O(£), and they are 0(1) distance apart. Let t = ~,
we write (2.6) as

yS(«pt + iVip) = (-UV - A)2ip + (1 - }<p\2)ip (4.1)
At + W = - V x V x A + \<p\2((Ve - A) (4.2)

where 7 = 7*/S.

We will restrict ourselves to the case when 6=1. Rescale t ime t = ^-7 and
omit the primes we get

(2<pt + yiVip = (—if V — A)2<p + (1 — |y?)2)y

( 3 ((4-3))
7

We proceed to analyze (4.3) using matched asymptotics. For simplicity we choose
the zero-electric potential gauge. It can be checked easily that the procedure we
follow does not depend on the gauge.

Outer solutions:
It is well-known that the flux carried by each vortex is quantized: Let us

estimate the magnitude of the flux quanta. Away from the vortex core, the super-
electron velocity is essentially zero. Therefore we have

v, • dt = 0 (4.4)

where the line integral is evaluated sufficiently far from the vortex core. Since
ii, = (V# — A, we get

l (4.5)
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Here 71 = ^ ^ VOdl is the Poincare index of the vortex. It is known that if K > 4 - ,
then vortices with multiple indices (|n| > 1) are unstable. Therefore we will assume
that the Poincare index of the vortices satisfy \n\ = 1.

Denote by £j(t) the location of the j-th vortex and »y its Poincare index. The
total magnetic flux

I Hd2x = IAM=2IT(J2 «J (4-6)
n an '

is of O(t). Based on this information, we make the following ansatz:

A(x, t) = tat (x, t) + e2at (x,t) + ... ((4.7))

H(x, t) = fhi(x, t) + (2h2(

(4.7) should hold outside the cores of the vortices. Substituting (4.7) into (4.3) and
collecting equal powers off, we get a hierarchy of equations. The O(e°) equation
is:

(1 - M2)<Po = 0 (4.8)

(4.8) implies that

1^1=1, w = e"»(x''>. (4.9)
The O(() equations are:

Re(vop1) = O (4.10)

- V x V x a , - a 1 = 0 (4.11)

or

A/»i - A, = 0 (4.12)
(4.12) holds in the punctuated region outside the vortex cores. The boundary
condition for h\ near these cores are obtained from the inner solutions.

Inner solutions:
To study the inner solution ia the core of the j-th vortex, we introduce the

stretched coordinates X = I~^ ( ' - , and expand the variables as follows:

A = t Ai(X,t) + c2A2(X,t) + ... (4.13)

H = ( Hi(X,0 + <2H2(X,«) + . . .

We immediately see that Ai should be zero since otherwise it will contribute to
0(1) terms in H. Substituting (4.13) into (4.3) and collecting equal powers off,
we get, at O(e°):

A$ 0 + * o ( l - | * o | 2 ) = 0 (4.14)
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- V x V x A 2 - | [<FoV*o - *oV<Fo] = 0 (4.15)
or

^ [ F ] = 0. (4.16)
These er-'ations describe the leading order core structure. We look for solutions
which take the form:

,t) = Hi(R,t) (4.17)

where (R,9) is the polar coordinate of X, iij = ±1. (4.14) and (4.16) become:

f° + ^ + (> " /o " ^ j ) /o = 0 (4.18)

//;' + ^ { + n j . 2 M = 0 . (4.19)

Since the order parameter should vanish at the center of the core, and match to
the outer solution outside the core, /o satisfies the boundary conditions:

/o(0) = 0, / 0 (+oo)=l . (4.20)

It can be proved [1] that such solution exists and satisfies

l - / o 2 ( « ) - " ^ = 0 ( ^ > , forfi>l. (4.21)

Since

Mrf 2 * = 2ir I 2f0f'0dR - 2ir (4.22)
R3 0

we have as R —> +O<D,

Hi(R) = -nj logR + C" + o(l) (4.23)

where 6" is a constant determined from matching to the outer solution.
We now turn to the O(f) equations:

-£j • V*o = A*, + $,(1 - 2|*0|2) - $5?, (4.24)

- V x V x A3 - | [*i V*o + *0V4>, - (*i V*o + *oV*i)] = 0. (4.25)

Let *i = fte
in>°. Then (4.24) becomes

- €i (/o cos 6 - inj & sin 9) - i2(f'D sin 0 + inj § cos 9)

2injV/, • V9 - ^ / , + (1 - 2/0
2)/, -

(4.26)
0

2)/, /«7
Let /i = ^4(fl) cosff + B(/2)sinfl and separate real and imaginary parts:

A(R) = AT(R) + iAi(R), B(R) = Br(R) + i
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we obtain the following equations for the real functions Ar{R), BT(R), Ai(R), and

-tifo = A': + ±A'r + (l - 3/? - -Jj) Ar - nj^- (4.27)

= B? + ±B'r + (l - 3/J - J - ) 5 r + n , - ^ (4.28)

-«4 2 ^ = 4 ' + ̂ 4 + (l - tf - ^ ) ^ + n ^ (4.29)

n€x^ = Si' + iflf + (l - fi -ft)*- n ^ . (4.30)

Here we have adopted a slight abuse of notation: £,• = (£1,(2).
The solutions of these equations can be obtained through:

where Z and W satisfy

—f'a = Z" + —Z' + (1 — 3/o ) Z H (4.32)

~~R = + ' ^ " + M ~ / o ~ ^2 / "̂" jw (4.33)

As fi —• +cx3, the asymptotic behavior of W and Z is given by

W = --R\ogR+C0R + O(logR) (4.34)
I

f 1 \
(4.35)

Here Co is a fixed constant which can be determined numerically from the profile
of/o.

Turning now to (4.25), we have

21^/0^(7, + /1) + /o v(/ , - 7i) ( 4 ' 3 6 )

Therefore, we can write (4.25) as

Aff2 + I cos tf k f t + n i / ^ r + ni/Oi4;l

+ •£ sin 9[-/iA- + nj/^Br + njf0B'r\ = 0

Hence we have

H2 = Ch{R)cos$ + G2(/e)sinff, (4 38)
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where Ch and G2 satisfy

° * + 7iG>1" WCn + 1 lf°Bi + nif°Ar + nifoA>r\ (439)

G>i + liG'2 ~ WG*+1 l~f°Ai + " j / ° f l p + nifoB'r] = ° (4-40)
Using (4.31), we obtain

G,=nj f iG, C?2 = n^2G (4.41)

where 6' satisfies
G"+kG' - wG+1Mw+^+/o2']= ° (442)

As K —• +00, we have

G=mift+O(logft) (4.43)

where mi is a constant which can be determined from the functions /o, W and Z.
In summary, we have obtained the following inner solution for H in the core

of the j-th vortex:

H = t(-n;- logfi+ C*) + ('njnutj X + ... (4.44)

Outer solution revisited:
Coming back to the outer solution, we let r,- = \x — £j(t)\. From (4.23) we

have

h\{x) —> -nj logrj, as rj —• 0. (4.45)

The solution of (4.12) and (4.45) is given by
N

A.(*) = -2x][>tfo(|*-&(<)|) . (4.46)

Here Ka{r) is the modified Bessel function.
The asymptotic behavior of Ko(r) is given by:

{ ^ , 0

For rj <C 1, we have locally:

Hx (*) = - n , logPi + G, - ( £, n, VK0(\tj - fc|) ) • (* - fc(l)) + O(r?) (4.48)

where GI = j:/fo(fe-61).

Matching:
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Write (4.44) as

H = ((-rtj logr,- + nt loge + C" + «,»*,£ • ( » - $ ( ' ) ) ) + • • • (4-49)

Matching of (4.48) and (4.49) gives:

(4.50)

Ideally we should have included an order eloge term in the inner expansion. But
this is only a matter of formality.

(4.51) is the equation we are looking for. We can rewrite it as

mUj=-V(jn(iu...M (4.52)

where

I > & l ) (4-53)

An immediate consequence is that the interaction between a pair of vortices is
repulsive if their indices have the same sign, and attractive if their indices have
different sign.
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